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11.2.3.2 Control of RACH Transmissions for 1.28 Mcps TDD  

The RACH transmissions are performed by the UE as shown in figure 11.2.3.2. 
NOTE: The figure shall illustrate the operation of the transmission control procedure as specified below. It shall not 

impose restrictions on implementation. 

UE MAC receives the following RACH transmission control parameters from RRC with the CMAC-Config-REQ 
primitive: 

- a set of Access Service Class (ASC) parameters, which includes for each ASC, i=0,…,NumASC an identification 
of a PRACH partition and a persistence value Pi (transmission probability), 

- maximum number of synchronisation attempts Mmax. 

When there is data to be transmitted, MAC selects the ASC from the available set of ASCs, which consists of an identifier i 
of a certain PRACH partition and an associated persistence value Pi.  

Based on the persistence value Pi, the UE MAC decides whether to start the L1 PRACH procedure in the present 
transmission time interval or not. If transmission is allowed, the PRACH transmission procedure (starting with the SYNC_ 
UL/FPACH power ramping sequenceselection and transmission of a SYNC1 burst) is initiated by the sending of a PHY-
ACCESS-REQ primitive. MAC then waits for access information from L1 via the PHY-ACCESS-CNF primitive. If 
transmission is not allowed, a new persistency check is performed in the next transmission time interval. The persistency 
check is repeated until transmission is permitted. 

If athe synchronisation burst has been acknowledged on its associatedthe FPACH, PHY will inform MAC by a PHY-
ACCESS-CNF primitive indicating L1 access information with parameter "ready for RACH data transmission” is indicated 
to MAC with a PHY-ACCESS-CNF primitive. Then MAC requests data transmission is requested with a PHY-DATA-
REQ primitive, and the PRACH transmission procedure willshall be completed with transmission of the PRACH message 
on the P-RACH resources associated with the FPACH.  

Successful completion of the MAC procedure is indicated to higher layer individually for each logical channel of which 
data was included in the transport block set of that access attempt. When transparent mode RLC is employed (i.e. for 
CCCH), transmission status is reported to RRC with CMAC-STATUS-Ind primitive. For logical channels employing 
acknowledged or unacknowledged mode RLC, transmission status is reported to RLC with MAC-STATUS-Ind primitive. 

If no synchronisation burstPHY received an no acknowledgement on the FPACH within the maximum number of 
transmissions permitted in a power ramping cycle, PHY will inform MAC by a PHY-ACCESS-CNF primitive indicating 
“no response received on FPACH”. Ifand the maximum number of synchronisation attempts permitted, Mmax, has not 
been exceeded, then MAC commences a new persistency test sequence is performed in the next transmission time interval 
and the PHY-ACCESS-REQ procedure is repeated. If the maximum number of synchronisation attempts is exceeded then 
MAC abandons the RACH procedure. Failure to complete the MAC procedure is indicated to higher layer by the CMAC-
STATUS-Ind or MAC-STATUS-Ind primitives. and the message is discarded. The timer T2 ensures that two successive 
persistency tests are separated by at least one transmission time interval. 
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Figure 11.2.3.2: RACH transmission control procedure for 1.28 Mcps TDD 

 (UE side, informative) 
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